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These gnome hats are so fun and can be embellished to your liking. Make them from fleece or knits or 

any other stretchy material you might like! Tie them into a knot for a fun twist! 

 

List of required materials: 

 Fleece, minky/cuddle fabric, knits or other stretchy materials 

 Sewing machine 

 Flat trims such as lace, handmade fabric trim (all need to be ruffled first! No pre-ruffled trims 

please! ) 

 Scissors 

 Pins 

Fabric yardage: 

0-3m= 1/2 yd 6-9m= 2/3 yd 12-24m= 2/3 yd 2-5= 2/3 yd 

 

 

To assemble the templates: 

Print without scaling and double check the 1 inch print scale! Then cut around the perimeter of each 

page and tape pages together matching the diamonds with letters.  

To cut your hat fabric piece: 

Fold your fabric over sideways (stretch must go sideways) and place the template onto the fabric 

aligning the fold marking on the template with the fabric fold. Pin in place and cut around template.  

This is your cut out hat piece: 
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With right side down fold the bottom edge up to 0.5 inch and pin: 

 

Sew in place with a slight zigzag stitch (a straight stitch is not recommended because it will break with 

wear and tear): 
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Take your trim (in my example it’s soft lace which I ruffle first – info how to on page 7): 

 

…….and position it along the bottom hem to determine length: 
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Position trim on top of zigzag stitch and pin……………. 

 

…….then sew between arrows using a stretch stitch or slight zigzag stitch: 

 

Once you are done pull your fabric from side to side to make the gathering stitch of the lace break.  

Then your hat will be nicely stretchy once done! 
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With right sides together fold your hat over from side to side: 

 

Pin between arrows: 
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Sew with a stretch stitch or slight zigzag stitch (with a seam allowance of ¼”): 

 

Continue embellishing your hat as desired! 
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Info how to ruffle lace or other straight fabric strips: 

Set your machine to the longest stitch and your tension to 0. Place your lace or fabric strip onto your 

machine and start sewing along the right edge with a seam allowance of ¼” and a straight stitch. While 

you are sewing your machine should automatically gather your lace (fabric).  Once done, pull out several 

inches of thread before cutting thread. This will allow for easy distributing the ruffled lace to make it 

reach over the hat’s fabric. 

Reset your machine. 

 

For all questions or suggestions to make this pattern better please email me at 

whimsycouture@hotmail.com 

 

Thank you so much for using this pattern! 

To find instant download sewing patterns please visit http://whimsycouturepatternshop.blogspot.com/ 

 and for sewing tips & more visit www.whimsycoutureboutique.blogspot.com/  

Copyright  © Whimsy Couture/2011 (do not copy or distribute without my consent) 
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